Developing a reliable data analytical method for predicting the velocity profile in small streams is important in that it substantially decreases the amount of money and effort spent on measurement procedures. In recent studies it has been shown that machine learning models can be used to achieve such an important goal. In the proposed framework, a tree-augmented Naïve Bayes approach, a member of the Bayesian network family, is employed to address the aforementioned two issues. Therefore, the proposed study presents novelty in that it explores the relations among the predictor attributes and derives a probabilistic risk score associated with the predictions. The data set of four key stations, in two different basins, are employed and the eight observational variables and calculated non-dimensional parameters were utilized as inputs to the models for estimating the response values, u (point velocities in measured verticals). The results showed that the proposed data-analytical approach yields comparable results when compared to the widely used, powerful machine learning algorithms. More importantly, novel information is gained through exploring the interrelations among the predictors as well as deriving a case-specific probabilistic risk score for the prediction accuracy. These findings can be utilized to help field engineers to improve their decision-making mechanism in small streams.
INTRODUCTION
Water resources and the factors that have an impact on them should be considered for water resource management and conservation. Therefore, active monitoring of flow properties is required for ecological balance and socio-economic reasons. Velocity profile, discharge, energy and momentum coefficients, and shear stress are the main characteristics of the most important flow properties that need to be identified carefully. Particularly, determination of the velocity profile is essential to estimate the other above-mentioned properties in a river cross section. Some difficulties arise during the collection of point velocities in river cross sections since the roughness characteristics and water depth tend to change with time from one section to another along the flow direction. The procedure of velocity measurements also requires time, money, and effort (Ardiclioglu et al. ) .
From the past to the present, a number of traditional methods and data mining models have been proposed for dealing with difficulties in obtaining velocity distributions, in calculating the other flow properties mentioned above.
For many years, the power and Prandtl-Von Karman universal velocity distribution laws were the most widely used to determine the velocity distribution. However, it is accepted that river hydrodynamic problems, which have complex structures, cannot be solved through these two equations (Ardiclioglu et al. ) . Recently, an entropy concept was presented to solve the uncertainty problems in open channel flows by Chiu (, , ) . Then, many researchers fol-three parameters must be known M, h, and u max . The entropy parameter M can be calculated using the relationship between the mean, U m , and maximum velocities, u max in Equation (1). h indicates water depth in the measured vertical of river cross section. were employed to assess the predictive capacity of the classification models. Their results showed that careful feature selection as well as sensitivity analysis (SA) are the main mechanics that can potentially improve models' performances and related outcomes, for practical use in river restoration management. In a similar study, Reckhow () employed BN to predict the surface water quality and assessment. The rationale behind employing BN is their reasonable structure that aims to handle the complex probabilistic behavior of the variables in the ecosystem.
However, the existing machine learning algorithms have not taken into account the relations among the predictor variables, which might be crucially important in understanding the mechanics of the influential factors of velocity distributions. Furthermore, the existing researches have not considered the probability of accuracy for each prediction. In other words, they have not paid enough attention to the risk of not being able to classify the point velocities correctly, although their major concern was the correct classification.
In the proposed study, a tree-augmented network (TAN)-based BBN model has been utilized to not only predict the velocity distributions but also uncover the hidden relations among the attributes as well as model the probability of prediction risk. In this sense, the aim of developing the velocity predictor is to visualize the conditional interdependency among the explanatory variables and to derive case-specific risk measures that are associated with the predictions. Therefore, in this study, a novel approach, which has never been employed in the associated field, has been utilized to reach the aforementioned goals.
To the best of our knowledge, the targeted issues have not been questioned and handled in the existing literature.
METHODOLOGY
In the proposed methodology, a probabilistic acyclic graphbased data analytic approach is proposed to predict the velocity distributions in small streams. The procedure starts with a data collection and preparation phase, and the details of this phase are discussed in the subsequent paragraphs.
The second step employs a five-fold cross validation approach to prepare five training samples and five mutually exclusive test samples to provide robustness and to prevent the potential bias that can be caused by data splitting issues. In the third step, tree-augmented BN is employed
(1) to predict the velocity distribution and (2) to identify the conditional relations between the independent predictors. The fourth step involves a SA, to observe the relative contribution of each variable to the prediction. In the fifth and final step, the prediction results that were obtained through applying BN are compared with the other data mining models that were widely used in similar research problems.
The advantage of the TAN model utilized in the proposed study over the other machine learning models is that it provides a case-specific probability of outcome and the detailed understanding of conditional relations among the independent variables. These two outcomes are two novel contributions of the proposed methodology to the existing literature, as discussed in the 'Introduction'. These main steps of the proposed study are discussed in detail in the subsequent sections.
Data sources and study area
In this study, a historical instantaneous point velocity data set, collected in two different basins in Turkey, was employed to determine the velocity profile in small streams. The point velocities were determined in the vertical direction starting about 4 cm from the streambed for each vertical. These transactions were repeated every 2 cm from this point to free water surface for every vertical slice. The ADV was kept in a fixed position while field studies were carried out. • Discrete values are easy to understand, use, and explain
• Many algorithms spend less time on learning discrete values rather than continuous ones (Dougherty et al. ).
• The data set, itself, can be simplified and the data size can be reduced by conversion from continuous to discrete values.
Also, depending on the problem to be solved, the number of classes can be another important issue that needs to be determined. There are cases where the binary classification does not provide so much information (as in our case), since the outcome should be predicted as close as possible to its actual value. Therefore, in our study, the outcome variable is converted into ten classes using the following breakpoints (Table 2) .
By applying the above-mentioned procedure, the problem has now become a multinomial classification problem, where the outcome variable has ten possible ordinal values, ranging from 1 to 10. Therefore, the learning algorithm will predict which class the point velocity belongs to by taking the eight predictor variables' values into account.
K-fold cross validation
K-fold cross validation is a method that was developed to provide objective performance measures by enhancing the model robustness and minimizing the potential bias that can be caused by random sampling (Kohavi ) . In such a setting, the entire data set is randomly split into k mutually exclusive subsets of approximately equal size. Each time, the model is tested on one data split by using the remaining k-1 as training splits. This procedure repeats until every k parts are used as a test set. The estimation of the overall performance of the model, which includes ten parts, is calculated by taking the average performance of k individual subsets as follows (Olson & Delen ) :
where CV stands for cross validation, k is the number of splits that is used, and PM is the performance metric used for evaluating the model performance. In this proposed study, to estimate the performance of a BN model, a strati- 
the risk of having bias among the folds would be less when compared to the 'five-fold cross validation' case. Therefore, based on our past experience (depending on the sample size and number of classes used in the study) and the domain expert knowledge in the related field, it has been decided that employing 'five-fold cross validation' would have been the most reasonable option in such a case.
Deployment of BBN
A BBN is a directed acyclic graph that consists of intercon- In the BBN model, Pa x i is the set of parents for each x i , the BN chain rule can be expressed as (Koller & Friedman ) :
The Naïve Bayes network model is a simple model that can be employed to learn the structure by assuming a conditional independence between each predictor variables with the given target outcome. Given the attributes used in the model, Bayes rule is employed to compute the probability of target/outcome value, thus the target value that has the highest probability is chosen for the structure (Friedman et al. ). Tree-augmented Naïve Bayes (TAN) method is a relaxation of the Naïve Bayes classifiers, in which the outcome variable is a parent for each predictor attribute. However, in the TAN model, each predictor may have at most one other variable, with which it has some conditional relations. In other words, there might be one more arc that comes from another variable (parent node) in the network. That is, the class variable has no parents, however it is one of the parents of each variable along with at most one other variable. Inferences can be made on TAN by looking at arcs and nodes in the presented figure. An arc between two nodes represents the conditional interrelation between these two variables. The node where the arc exits is considered a parent variable to the other one, which the arc enters. In such a network, the contribution of the child node in predicting the class variable C is dependent on the value of the parent node. To exemplify, in Figure 3 , X 3 and the class/target variable C are the parents of X 1 . That is, in predicting the class variables, the contribution of X 1 is dependent on the value of X 3 . In a classical TAN structure:
where ξ(i) is the tree function over x 1 , . . . , x n , and Pa x i is the set of parents for each x i . Class variable (C ) has no parents:
An optimization problem arises to find the best tree where the objectives are to maximize the logarithmic likelihood of ξ(i), and to build a maximum likelihood tree to find a maximal weighted spanning tree in a graph (Chow & Liu ) . The TAN construction algorithm can be presented below as shown in Drakos et al. () .
I. Compute conditional mutual information function for each (i, j) pairs:
The information amount that x j provides about x i when the class variable is known is provided with this function:
II. Construct a complete undirected graph and use the conditional mutual information function to annotate the weight of an edge that connects x i to x j .
III. Build a maximum weighted spanning tree.
IV. Convert the undirected graph to a directed one by choosing a root variable and setting the direction of all edges to be outward from it.
V. Construct a TAN model by adding a vertex labeled by C and adding an arc from C to each x i .
Variable selection is a critical issue that needs to be handled carefully in employing data mining models for prediction problems. In building a BN, the number of the variables plays a crucial role in that BBN uses acyclic graph to visualize the relations among these attributes.
Therefore, in the cases where the data set has a crowded set of potential predictors, the variables that should be incorporated in the model should be decided carefully to simplify the visual network. This selection can be made either by the domain expert or the use of variable selection algorithms. In our case, the eight predictor variables that need to be col- where predictor variables (x 1 , . . . , x n ) (n ¼ 8) can be defined as a set of attributes/predictors. These predictors were obtained through a data collection procedure that was discussed in detail in the section 'Data sources and study area'.
Performance metrics
In binary classification problems, there are several performance criteria that can be measured to evaluate the performance of the models employed. These metrics are sensitivity, specificity, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve, F measure, G measure, etc., while for predicting the continuous target, R and R 2 measures are commonly employed for comparison. As for the multinomial classification problems, where the outcome has more than two classes to be predicted, there is no such standard evaluation criterion.
In our proposed study, accuracy rate (AR) was used as the prediction performance of the BBN model. It represents the ratio of total correct classifications to total number of samples in a model. Therefore, the bigger AR the better classification performance the model has. However, the performance of the model should be compared to the expected percentage of correct classification if the prediction was made in a random manner. For our case, if the assignment was made randomly per each case, the expected correct classification rate would be 10%, since the outcome has ten different classes. Therefore, one should judge the prediction performance with respect to the number of classes that the outcome has.
In our proposed study, two different rates were used to determine the classification performance of the model: the exact hit rate (only calculates the cases where the outcome is exactly correctly predicted) and 1-away hit rate (it also counts the immediate neighbor predictions). The mathematical details of the hit rates can be seen as in Equations (7)- (9):
AR ¼ Number of samples correctly classified Total number of samples :
where the total number of classes is represented by c, N represents the total number of samples, and w i represents the total number of samples classified as class i.
CASE STUDY AND DISCUSSION
Based on the discussion in the 'Methodology' section, a BBN (TAN) model has been employed to predict the value of the point velocities on a multi-nominal scale. The results that were obtained through using BBN have also been compared with some of the popular prediction techniques that have been widely used in the literature. The remainder of this section is organized as follows. In the following section 'BN results', the multi-nominal classification results are presented by using a ten-by-ten matrix, since the dependent variable has ten categories. In this subsection, the network structure that visualizes the interactions among the independent factors is presented in addition to SA results. Finally, in the section 'Comparison to other methods', the results that were obtained through using other prediction models were compared with BN results.
The notations used in this study can be presented in the following forms. y/T is the ratio of lateral distance from channel wall (y) to the water surface width (T ).
z/H indicates the ratio of vertical distance from channel bed (z) to the water depth (H ). T/H shows the ratio of water surface width (T ) to the water depth (H ). T/R is the aspect ratio, the ratio of surface width (T ) to hydraulic radius (R). z/T denotes the ratio of vertical distance from the channel bed (z) to the water surface width (T ).
z/y represents the ratio of vertical distance from the channel bed (z) to the distance from channel wall (y). S ws is the water surface slope. U sh is the water surface velocity. u shows the measured point flow velocity (target variable).
BN results

Classification results
As has been discussed in previous sections, our BBN model aims to predict the point velocities in one of the ten multinominal categories. The performance of the model is measured through using two accuracy metrics. The first one is a conservative metric that represents the exact and correct classified cases. For our situation, where the dependent variables are categorized into ten classes, the field engineers would be satisfied if they could predict within one on either side. Therefore, the 1-away correct classification rates are also reported as the second measure, which is not as conservative as the first one. Our aggregated five-fold cross validation BBN results in a confusion matrix which is presented in Table 3 . A confusion matrix is widely Table 3 .
For example, the number of cases that are classified as class-1 while in fact they belong to class-1 are denoted in the upper left corner. Therefore, the numbers in diagonal cells represent the correct classification while others represent the misclassifications. In Table 3 , the cells that are immediate neighbors to the diagonal cells represent the misclassified samples by only a single class, which were used in calculating 1-away classification accuracies. In Table 3 , the summary statistics on the accuracy measurements (both for exact and 1-away) of both for each individual category and the overall prediction accuracy are presented separately.
Since the dependent variable has been categorized into ten classes, it is expected that a random guess (prediction) about a sample has a 10% chance to correctly classify that sample. In other words, if a modeler randomly predicts the outcomes without using any mathematical model, the expected average for exact-correctly classified cases is 0.10, while in our model the average is 0.38, as can be seen from As is emphasized in various sections of the proposed study, the main goal of this study is not only to predict the velocity distributions but also to investigate: (1) which of these predictors have conditional relations with each other, and if we can visualize these relations and (2) if we can derive a score for each predicted sample that gives the probability of accurate prediction?
To achieve the aforementioned goals, TAN has been employed since its structure perfectly fits the projected goals. The only way to apply such method is that the target outcome should be a discrete outcome, which was not the case in our original data set. Therefore, there were two options from which we could choose: (1) converting the continuous outcome to a binary variable; however, for those cases that need to be predicted as closely as possible, this option was not reasonable; and (2) converting the continuous outcome to a number of intervals such that these intervals should be satisfying the field engineers. Therefore, dividing the target outcome into ten intervals has created ten classes. Thus, two performance metric criteria that U sh , and y/T have a much higher contribution in predicting the point velocities in small streams, especially when compared to the variables such as T/R, S ws , and z/T.
Visual network structure of the model
One of the main advantages of employing TAN is that the interrelations between the predictors and the outcome (point velocity), and the impact of these relations on prediction can be investigated. In other words, the TAN structure not only predicts the outcome, but it also visualizes the intervariable relations and measures how these relations affect the prediction probability. In our proposed study, since five-fold cross validation has been employed to model BBN structure, there are five mutually exclusive test sets used to visualize the network structure. Therefore, it
would not be practical to present the network structures of all these five individual model networks in this study. For this reason, the fifth fold is selected to represent the network structure of the TAN model in that its classification performance is the closest one to the average of the entire set of five folds. It should be noted that the difference between the folds are minor in terms of prediction results and network structure. The probabilistic acyclic graph obtained by using the fifth fold is provided in Figure 5 .
The variables and parameters, which are presented in this figure, can be identified as y/T, where y is the lateral distance from channel wall to measured point and T is the water surface width. z/h: z shows the vertical distance from channel bed and h indicates the water depth in measured vertical.
T/H represents the ratio of water surface width (T ) to the water depth (H ). z/T and z/y are the non-dimensional parameters which were derived using observational values. T/ R, S ws , and U sh are the variables that were presented in Table 1 . As was explained in the related section, the presence of an arrow from an independent variable (parent) to another (child) implies that the impact of the child predictor on the point velocity is dependent on the value of the parent. Also, the dependent variable has many children while it has no parents in the network. There are several relationships that can be discovered that intuitively make a great deal of sense. There are several interesting patterns that could be inferred from the figure by closely examining the parentchild relationships in the given figure. For example, the impact of every predictor on the outcome is somehow affected by either one or more predictor(s).
In other words, there is no predictor in the system such that its impact on the outcome is independent. Another expected inference could be that the contribution of predictor T/H in predicting the outcome variable depends on predictor y/T. This means that the interrelation between these two predictors would have an effect on the point velocity. This inference makes absolute sense since the prediction becomes more challenging in the case of wide and shallow streams. Therefore, the relation between T and H is influential on the prediction capability of the model. Also, the number of measured verticals used in splitting the cross sections is in direct proportion to the prediction. The arrow from z/T to z/H implies that the value of z/H has a particular impact on the point velocity.
However, this impact is also dependent on the value of z/T.
This inference makes absolute sense for the same reason. Similarly, the contribution of predictor U sh has conditional interdependency with the predictor S ws . The reason for that is, as the S ws (slope of free water surface) increases, predicting the point velocity value would be more difficult since high S ws causes high uncertainty in predicting the outcome.
There are several other inferences that can be made from the given figure, which makes absolute sense to field engineers. Also, we should note that the machine learning algorithms cover the hidden, unexpected, and uncovered patterns, as well. Therefore, there might be some unexpected findings that should be investigated further in a prospective study.
The information that was extracted from the network can be further analyzed in a more detailed manner by a future study. More specifically, the findings can provide field engineers with significant insights on the variables that have impact on point velocity.
Comparison to other methods
As was emphasized in the earlier sections, the main goal of the current study is not only to predict the point velocities in small streams but rather to investigate the relations among the attributes and derive a probabilistic score for each pre- The data are partitioned into two subsets in C&R-T.
Each subset should be more homogeneous than in the previous subset. It also allows one to specify the prior probability distribution in a classification problem (Modeler ) .
In the subsequent section, the results obtained through using MLR, C&RT, and ANNs are presented by incorporating five-fold cross validation into each model by also using the same performance criteria, which were discussed in 'Performance metrics'. The aggregated five-fold cross validated results obtained are presented in Table 4 .
As can be seen from both Tables 3 and 4, Table 5 .
FUTURE RESEARCH AND CONCLUSION
The main goal of the proposed research methodology is to develop a machine learning based mathematical model to observe the conditional relations among explanatory variables as well as to obtain a probabilistic score for prediction accuracy. To achieve these goals, a TAN network (c) Can we derive a score for each predicted sample that gives the probability of accurate prediction?
Therefore, the proposed method considers a probabilistic graphical network model, which has not been investigated in the relevant literature. This graphical network not only predicts the velocity but also observes the relations among the variables.
Although the main goal is not only to predict but rather to observe the relations, TAN network has outperformed widely used popular prediction algorithms except for ANN. The findings which have been obtained through probabilistic graphical approach can provide valuable insights to field engineers for them to utilize in decision-making processes.
The methodology offered by the current research can be applied to any related field. The reason for that is that a very similar procedure can be applied to achieve such similar goals. The sequential steps, from data acquisition to classification of the samples, can be employed for a related problem where the outcome needs to be classified and the conditional relations need to be visualized.
It should be noted that using different training and test However, presenting them all would have been unnecessary for readers and would take up a great deal of space. Third, more variables could have been incorporated to improve the model accuracy. However, based on the field engineers' suggestions as well as the relevant literature published, the eight variables that were used in this study have been found to be the most relevant and common ones.
A novel approach to predict the point velocities in small streams on a multinomial scale has been developed. Our approach can be easily extended to other relevant problem scenarios such as forecasting discharge and shear stress in small streams.
Potential research that could be carried out in the near future is that a graphical user interface can be developed that automatically predicts the point velocities by running machine learning based classification models as the background. Another possible improvement that could be made is to develop voting based ensembling techniques, which classify the target outcome based on the votes obtained from various models, that can be employed to classify the point velocities.
